Consequences of spatial sampling for human motion perception.
This paper describes evidence for spatial aliasing in human motion perception. For a certain range of spatial frequencies, interference fringes drifting across the extrafoveal retina resemble two-dimensional spatial noise drifting in the opposite direction. For retinal locations within 10 deg of the fovea, the perceived direction of motion is veridical up to spatial frequencies near the cone Nyquist frequency, reverses between one and two times the cone Nyquist frequency, and sometimes reverses back to the correct direction at still higher frequencies. Thus two "motion nulls", or spatial frequencies at which the direction of motion is ambiguous, are typically observed at each retinal eccentricity. A computational model is described in which sinusoidal gratings are sampled by a cone mosaic and the direction of motion of the filtered output is computed. The model predicts that the second motion null, but not the first, should be relatively immune to postreceptoral processing and should roughly equal twice the cone Nyquist frequency. This prediction is confirmed by psychophysical experiments, providing a new technique to estimate cone spacing in the living human eye.